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The present.invention relates generally to lift 
erS: I for use - in handling or , transporting from 
place, to place large, paper rolls - or lik? articles. 
More particularly the invention relates to that 
&type of lifter which is, adapted to be hoisted and 
mOved from place to : place by. a. Crane. Or. OVerhead 
hoist, and comprises as its main or principle partS 
an elongated Supporting. element, which is adapt 
ed - normally: to... eXtend -- horizontally - and haS 

U imeans whereby it may be attached to a hook or 
other connecting i device on the operating end of 
the scrare, or hoist With : Which the lifter is uSed, 
a pair. 2 of , opposed vertically and horizontally 
elongated jaws...which i are i disposed i beneath the 

15 siends of the supporting element. and are adapted 
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to be brought' into engagement with the Sides of 
a roll, i vertically extending º arms which eXtend 
between the Supporting - element - and the jaws 
and Serve to carry or support the latter, and m0 
tor., driven gearing which is associated with, and 
carried by, the Supporting element - and operates 
whea i driven in : one direction tO- Shift the armS 
and ja.ws " apart and whên driven in the opposite 
or reverse direction , to , shift the arms so, as to 
bring the jaws into = gripping i relation with the 
rol or other - article to be carried by the lifter. 
One object of the : invention- is to v provide a 

lifter of this type which is an improvement lupon 
previously. : designed : lifters , of the . Same general 
character and is so designed and constructed that 
it occupies miaterially, less space and - hence has 
greater. capabilities of use and is readily: manipul 
lable. or usable in places or Spaces. Where Other 
lifters cannot be used b?cause of their size. 
. . Another: object of the. invention is to s provide 
a difter - of the type - under. consideration in which 
the jaw carrying arms are four in number and 
consist of (1) a pair of primary arms which have 
he. Upper ends theireof, pivotally connected to the 

:ends of the horizontally. . eXtending i elongated 
supporting element, and their lower-ends pivotally 
cinnnected to the upper. portions of the jaWS, and 
are : connected to, the i motor, driven í gearing So 
that they swing. outwards in response to drive of 
the gearing in i one direction and swing inwards 
în respcase: to. drive of the gearing in the oppo 
Site or reverse direction; and (2). a pair of sec 
Ondary arms which have :: the central, portions 
thereof pivotally connected to the lower- ends of 
the priimary arms and theirflower ends, connected. 
to the central, portions of the jawS. M 
A further:Qbject. Of the invention is º to pro 

Vjdig lifter of thea,Stinentioned character Which 
neludes.linkages whereby the secondary. arms" are . 
So controlled, during. OutWard Or. in Ward Shift "Or 

of the motor driven gearing for swinging - the 

(CI. 294-106). 
Swing of the jaws that the jaws are maintained 
Substantially, in parallel: relation at all times and 
hence operate effectively and efficiently to grab . 
the Sides - of a roll or article regardless of whether * 
it is of large Or Small Size. 
A still further object" of the invention is to pro 

vide i a roll dör article lifter which is generally of 
neW and improved design and may be manufac 
tütredº, at a low andreasonable cost. -8 

Othier objects of the invention and the various 
advantages and characteristics of the present lift-... 
er will be ; apparent from a consideration of the 
following detailed description. 
The invention consistS in the Several novel fea 

tures which are hereinafter set forth and are 
more; particularly defined by claims at the con 
clusion hereof. . M x * 

In the ... drawings - which accompany and form , 
a, part of this. Specification or disclosure and in 
Which like. Numerals Of reference », denote corre 
sponding parts throughout the several views: , 

Figure i 1 is i a side. elevational view , showing a 
lifter embodying the invention in gripping rela 
tion With a paper roll of large Size; 

, Figure 2 is an end view of the lifter; 
Figure 3 is a vertical º longitudinal sectional 

5 iš 
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25 : 

view, showing: the lifter in gripping or grabbing 
relation with a paper roll of small Size; 

Figure 4 is an enlarged Sectional View of a part 

arms and jaws to and from one another; and 
Figure 5 is ain : end yiew of the friction clutch . 

between the motor and the gearing. 
The lijfter Which is shown in the diraWingS. COn 

stitutes the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion. It is adapted in connection with a crane or 
overhead hoist having a connecting device at itS 
operating end, to lift and remove from One place 

30: 
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to another a roll of newSprint, paper, or a like :: 
cbject, and comprises as its principle parts Or 
elements, an elongated supporting element 6, a 
pair of opposed jaws 7, a pair of jaws carrying : 
primary arms 8, a pair of secondary arms 9, a re 
versible electric motor 0, and gearing . Il be 
tween the motor and the arms for conjointly 

40. A 

45 
shifting the latter to: and from i one another in : 
order to bring the jaws into and out of engage 
ment with the Sides of the roll. 
The supporting element 6 is adapted normally 

to extend horizontally. " It carries the motor and 
gearing and also the primary arms 8 and con 
sists of a pair of laterally. Spaced parallel CoeX 
tensive bars 2. A bail i 3 extends betWeen, and 
is fixedly connected by a bolt i to, the central 
portions of the bars 2 and serves as the attach-. 

50°. 

55 : . 
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2 
ing medium between the lifter and the connecting 
device at the operating end of the crane or hoist 
With which the lifter is aiSSociated. 
The jaws 7 are adapted, as hereinafter de 

scribed, to be shifted or swung to and from one 
another in response to actuation of the gearing 

Í by the reversible electric motor ? 0. They are 
vertically and horizontally elongated and com 
prise pairs of laterally spaced vertically extend 
ing bars i 5, upper horizontally extending shoes 
6, and lower horizontally extending shoes 7, 
and are pivotally connected, as hereinafter de 
scribed, to the lower ends of the primary and 
secondary arms 8 and 9. The upper shoes i 6 of 
the jaws are connected to the central portions of 
the bars f5 for limited pivotal movement by 
means of pairs of pivot lugs 8, and a pair of 
horizontally extending pivot pins 9. The lugs 
are formed integrally with and eXtend outwardly 
from the central portions of the shoes i 6 and are 
arranged in Straddled relation With the inner cen 
tral portions of the bars i 5 of the jaws. The piv 
ot ; pins f 9 are carried by the bars i 5 and ex 
tend through aligned holes in the lugs i 8 and the 
central inner portions of the bars i 5. The lower 
shoes. Il are positioned beneath the upper shoes 
and are connected to the lower ends of the bars 

| 5. for limited pivotal movement by way of pairs 
of pivot lugs 20 and a pair of pivot pins 2. The 
lugs 20 are formed integrally with and project 
outwardly from the central portions of the 
shoes 7 and are arranged in straddled re 
lation with the lower ends of the bars i 5. The 
pins 2 are carried by the lower ends of the bars 
and extend through holes in the lugs 20. By 
having the shoes i 6 and T connected to the 
bars 5 of the jaws for limited pivotal move 
ment the shoes º adjust themselves - readily to 
the contour of the roll. If desired, facings (not 
shown) of rubber or other suitable material may 
be applied to the inner faces of the shoes 6 and 
T in order. to prevent the shoes from digging 

into or otherwise injuring the roll when the jaws 
are brought into gripping relation with the 
latter. 
The arms 8 consist of pairs of laterally spaced 

bars 22. The upper ends of these bars extend 
substantially vertically and i are arranged in 
Straddled relation With the ends of the bars i 2 
constituting the horizontal supporting element 6. 
Bolts 23 extend through aligned holes in the ends 
of the bars 12 and the upper ends of the bars 
22 and constitute pivotal connections between 
the upper ends of the primary arms 8 and the 
ends of the element 6. The lower ends of the 
bars 22 constituting the primary arms 8. eXtend 
downwardly and outwardly at an angle of ap 
proximately 45° with respect to the horizontal, 
and i embody at their º lower extremities hori 
Zontally extending pivot pins 24. 
The secondary arms 9 eXtend substantially 

vertically, as shown in Figures 1, 2 and - 3 and 
comprise pairs of bars 25. The latter are formed 
of steel or any other suitable material and are 
arranged in laterally spaced and parallel rela 
tion. - The central portions of the bars - 25 con 
stituting the secondary arms 9 , fit against the 
inner faces of the lower ends of the bars 22 
constituting the primary arms 8 and have holes 
through which the pivot pins 24 extend. These 
holes are of such diameter that the central por 
tions of the arms 9 are free to pivot on the 
pins 24. 
The jaws 7 are connected to the primary and 

secondary arms 8 and 9 by upper links 26 and 

2,226,789 
lower links 27. The upper links extend between 
and are pivotally connected to the pins 24 and 
the upper ends of the bar 5 of the jaws and 
the lower links 27 extend between and are piv 
Otally connected to the lower ends of the bars 
25 constituting the Secondary arms 9 and the 
central portions of the bars i 5. The upper and 
loWer linkS are disposed in parallel relation. 
They extend upwardly and inwardly, as shown 
in Figures 1 and 3 and constitute a parallel 
linkage whereby the jaws 7 after being brought 
into contact with the sides of a roll or other 
article, are caused to move inwards into firm 
clamping relation with such roll or article upon 
raising of the lifter. Upon disengagement from 
the Sides of a roll or article the jaws are adapted 
to be retracted into their normal position by way 
of a pair of tension springs 28. These springs 
are diSpoSed between the lower ends of the bars 
25 constituting the secondary arms 9 and have 
the upper ends thereof anchored to the outer 
portionS , of the links 26. The lower ends of the 
Springs 28 are anchored in any suitable manner 
to, the inner ends of the links 27. Stop lugs 29 
On the central portions of the bars 25 serve to 
limit upward and outward swinging of the jaws 
T by the springs 28. The inner ends of the 
links 26 are adapted to abut 'against these lugs 
29 when the jaws 7 are in their retracted posi 
tion. 
The electric motor f 0 for actuating the gear 

ing f f for jaw opening and closing purposes is 
located at one side of the lifter, as shown in 
Figure 2, and is positioned beneath the central 
portion of the horizontal supporting element 6. 
It is supplied with current by way of an elec 
trical; conductor (not shown) and is subject to 
the control of the operator for the lifter. 
The gearing - f l is carried by and is for the 

most part mounted within a housing 30 beneath 
the central portion of the element 6. Said 
housing comprises a top plate 3 f, , a pair of side 
walls 32, a pair of end walls 33, and a semi 
cylindrical bottom, wall 34. . The top plate ex 
tends between and is welded or otherwise fixedly 
secured at the side margins thereof to the central 
portions of the bottom faces of the bars 2 con 
Stituting the element 6, and serve to hold Such 
bars against tilting one relatively to the other. 
The side walls 32 depend from and are con 
nected to the side margins of the topº plate and 
are i cross-connected at their lower ends by the 
bottom: wall 34. - The end walls 33 of the hous 
ing 30 fit against and are suitably secured to the 
end margins of the side and bottom Walls and 
embody in the lower portions thereof a pair of 

| aligned bearings 35. The Side walls of the hous 
ing are provided above the bearings 35 with a 
pair of aligned bearing. plates 36. The gearing 
f ( comprises a worm 37, a worm gear 38, and a 
screw shaft 39. The worm. 37 is hollow, as 
ShoWn , in Figure 4, and has the ends thereof 
mounted in the bearing plate . 36. It is in mesh 
with and serves to drive the worm gear 38 and 
is - driven i from the armature Shaft of the 're 
versible electric motor 0 by Way of a friction 
clutch 40. The armature shaft extends through 
the worm 37 and projects into a clutch case ºf 
at the side of the lifter that is oppositely dis 
posed with respect to the motor 0. The case 
4f is removably secured in any suitable manner 
to One of the bearing plates 36. The friction 
clutch 40 comprises a driving arm 42, a pair of 
arcuate shoes 43, and a drum 44, and permits 
the motor 10 to run in the event that the i jaws 
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are accidentally locked during 'inward or out 
Ward SWing thereof when the i operator of the ; 
lifter fails to cut off the Supply of current to the 
m?tor When the jaWS reach the i end of their 
in Ward Or outward Swing. The arm 4) is pro 
Wided at the central portion thereof with a, hub 
45 which is keyed or otherwise fixedly secured 
to the projecting end of the armature i Shaft. The 
arcuate shoes i 43 are positioned adjacent to the - 
arm 2 and are provided with suitable clutch 
liningS - (not ShoWn) i Which engage *frictionally 
the drum, 44. They are connected for drive by 
the arm through the medium of a pair of pin 
and Slot connections i 6 and i are connected to 
gether for conjoint rotation or. drive by. a. pair 
of bolts 47. The latter extend through*. holes : 
in out Wardly eXtending lugs on the ends of the : 
Shoes and permit radial movement of the SindieS: , 
With respect to the drum. - Compression Springs 
48 Surround the outer ends.: of the bolts and 
serve to trge the Shoes: toward one another into 
gripping relation - With the drum. The drun is. 
keyed or otherwise fixedly Secured to the worml.: 
The pin and Slot connections 4 Sieffect rotation : 

* of the shoes With the arm in response to drive or 
rotation of the armature Shaft Of the motor and . 
at the same time permit the Shoes to move out 
Ward S. The SpringS 48. urge, the Shoes in Wards 
and maintain a driving , connection between the 
armi 42 and the drum 44. - Whera during OutWard 
or in Ward Shift º of the ja WS, º an i object is i en 
Countered So that the ja WS | are locked against * * 
further outward or inward movement, the clutch 
40 perminitS slippage of the i motor i With reSpect 
to the gearing. When the motor is operatinig at 
fUll Speed, the Shoes are SUbjected to the action : 
of centrifugal force and tend to move" outWards : 
against the force of theº compression Springs 48.: 
Such action. On ther part of the Shoes: decreTiSeS 
the frictional grip between :: the linings of ther 
shoes and the drum 44 : and hence ready slippage 
between the motor and "thê gearing is permitted " 
in the event Of locking - Or Stoppage of the jawS. 
The Worm gear 38 is located in the bottom por 
tion of the housing 30 and is keyed to the central 
portion of the Screw-shaft: 39. So that it "operates' 
to - drive” the Shålft. AS “ShoWn in Figure 3 the 
shaft is journaled in "the bearings, 35 in: the 
lower portions of the end Walls of the housing : 
39 and is of Such“ length that the“ einds "ºthereof.* 
project slightly beyond the ends of the supporte 
ing element 6. One end of the Shaft is pro 
vided with a right hand screw thread and the 
other end of the shaft is provided *with a left" 
hand i Screw thread. In addition tOithe Worm, 
worm gear and i shaft, the gearing. comprises T 
a pair of nuts ?9. . . These nuts are mounted dön: 1 
the threaded i ends of the ScreWri Shaft 3 ** and : are 

6) 
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adapted to move outwards in responsive to drive 
of the shaft in one direction and in Ward S. in re 
sponse to drive of the shaft in the reverse or: op 
posite direction. Each nutris provided at the 
sides :: thereof" with a pair of laterally extending. 
trunnions 50. ̂ As shown in Figure ! the trtne 
mions i 5 ° project - outwardly through ** vertically 
elongated Slots, 5 in the , bars 22 constituting 
the primary arms 8. * Thie trunnions and the slotS 
form conections between the nutS and the ar?ins 
whereby the arms together with the ja WS are 
caused to swing inwards and ottWards in re 
Sponse to inward and ottWard movement of 
the nuitS. When the Screw. Shaft 3. is driven. So 
as to cause the nutS - to move , OutWards, the 
primary arms 8 together with the -shoes 7 are 
likewise moved outwards and - when the shaft is "" 

3 
reversely, driven so asi to, cause the nuts to move . 
in Wards, the arms 8 together: With the shoes are : 
alSO) m?Ved in Wards. M 

In order to control the Secondary arms 9 so 
that they move inwards and outwards With the , 
primary arms and operate automatically to main 
tain the jaWS in SUbstantially. parallel i relation 
a pair of linkageS 52 is provided. , These link 
ages are associated with the secondary arms 9, 
respectively, and comprise pairs of horizontally 
eXtending - inner linkS 53, pairs of upstanding 
intermediate linkS 5, and pairs of Substantially 
horizontal outer linkS. 5. The pairs. I of inner 

10 : . 

links 53 underlie the ends of the Screw rod 39. * 
and have the inner i ends thereof arranged in* 
straddled i relation With, and ; pivotally connected 
to, a pair of depending pivot pin. Supporting 

5 ; 

lUgS S on the lower ends of the : end. Walls 33, . ' 
of the housing for the gearing: . . The pairs of . 
intermediate links : 54; of the linkages i 52 extend 
between the outer ends of the pairs of inner links 
53 and the inner ends of the outer links : 55 and 
have circular hoes - in the central portions there 

20 i s 

of through which project, the laterally eXtending : 
trunnions ) on the Sides of the nuts 9. The 
lower ends of the pairs ºr of, intermediate linkS 
54 are disposed-, between ' and i are pivotally con 

25 ; 

nected by pivot pinsi: 5’-rito the Euter i ends of the i 
pairs of inner links 53. - The Upper ends of the . " 
pairs of intermediate links i? are positioned in 
Stradded relation with,’ and * are pivotally, con 
nected by pivot - pins." 8e to, s. the tº inner ends - of 
the pairs of outer links 55. 
the pairs of links : 55 fit º Within, and are pivotal 
y connected by pivotºpins 59. to, the upper ends 
of the bars 2 constituting-the Secondary armS . " 
By reason of the factº that the central, portions 

30 ; 

The outer einds Of * * 

35 º 

of the pairs of intermediate links * ; are º con- : 
nected to the trunnions ; SUch.links are cat Sed 
to Swing in Wards and outwards in respcr Se to 
in Ward and out Ward novement Of the rUS. 
a result of the is action : cfr. the linkages i 52, the 

40; I. 
AS. 

secondary arms 3 nove: oltWard and in Ward With 
the prinnary arms; but at the i saime time': are so 
controlled, as indicated in Figures, 1 and 3, that 
they maintain the ja WS in Substantially paralel · 
relation regardless of whether... theº, latter are 
Shifted in Wards or out Ward S. The e ad eXtrem 
ities of the Screw Shaft 33 of the gearing are 
provided with enlarged heads få, so as to lirit 
outward movement of the nuts ' 49. The link 
ages 52 constitute Simple · Cr. novel inneamS . actul 
ated by the nuts i for controlling the : Secondary 
arms so that they - move inawards, and outwards 
With the primary arms, and at the . Same -- time 
maintain or hold the jaWS 7 in parallel relation. " 
The operation of the lifter is as follows: When, 

it is desired to lift a roll and Iriove it from. One 
place to another fof. Stacking or other purp0SeS, 
the motor G is operated So that it drives the 

45. 

55; :: 

60 
screw shaft 39 in such direction that the Nuts : 
9 are caused to - move outWards. During out 
Ward movement of the nu1ts the primary º and 
secondary arms 8 and 3 together with the jaWs 
are moved outwards. - After the ja WS have been 
Opered. Sufficiently to i perrit them to be appiiEd 

-65; - 

to the roll, the lifter is lowered until the ja Ws are - 
positioned adjacent to the sides of the - roll. 
Thereafter the motCrº: ) is reverSely driven. So aS 
to cause the nuts i to move inwards. Guring 
in Ward Mnovement of the nutS the arms 3 and 
are SWuling in Wards and the ja WS | are brought 
into gripping relation with the sides of the 
rol. When the lifter iS hOiSted - in conection 
With transportation or shift of the roll, the ja WS 

70 ; 

75. ,, 
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as a result of the action of the links 26 and 27 
move inwards into firm clamped relation with 
the roll. Regardless of the extent to which the 
jaws are moved inwards or outwards, the jaWS 

5 are maintained in substantial parallelism as a 
reSullt of the action of the linkageS 52. 
The herein described lifter is simple in design 

and may be manufactured at a low and reason 
able cost. It effectively and efficiently fulfills its 

10 º intended purpose and is characterized by the 
fact that its construction or design is Such that 
it occupies but a small amount of Space and 
hence is usable in places where heretofore de 
signed lifters cannot be used because of large 

5 i Size. 
Whereas the lifter has been described as being 

particularly adapted for use in connection With 
the lifting of rolls of paper, it is to be under 
Sto0d that by different shaping of the jaws it 

20 may be used in connection with bails or other 
articles. In the event that the lifter is used 
for stacks of sheets it is contemplated that the 
jaws be in the form of angle iron bars and con 
nected rigidly to the lower ends of the secondary 

25 arms 9. 
The invention is not to be restricted to the 

details set forth since these may be modified 
within the scope of the appended claims, with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the 

30 invention. 
Having thus described the invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. A lifter comprising in combination a sup 
35 porting element, a pair of upstanding primary 

arms beneath the element having the upper ends 
thereof pivotally connected to said element, and 
adapted to swing to and from one another, a 
pair of upstanding secondary arms having the 

40 lower portions thereof pivotally connected to the 
lower ends of the primary arms and provided 
with opposed article gripping jaws, and adapted 
to move inward and outwards with the primary 
arms, gearing associated with the element for 

45 conjointly swinging said primary arms together 
With the secondary arms and jaws to and from 
one another, and a pair of linkages between the 
element and said secondary arms and including 
links connected to and actuated by movable parts 

50' of the gearing, for so controlling the last men 
tioned arms that during in Ward or outWard move 
ment thereof with the primary arms they serve 
to hold the jaws in approximate parallelism. 

2. A lifter comprising in combination an elon 
5 gated horizontal supporting element, a pair of 

upstanding primary arms having the upper ends 
thereof pivotally connected to the ends of the 
element, and adapted to swing to and from one 
another, a pair of upstanding secondary arms 

o having the lower portions thereof pivotally con 
nected to the lower ends of the primary arms 
and provided with opposed article gripping jaws, 
and adapted to move inwards and outwards with 
the primary arms, gearing disposed beneath and 

65 carried by the element for conjointly swinging 
Said primary arms together with the secondary 
arms and jaWS to and from One another, and 
means applied to the upper ends of Said second 
ary arms and including links connected to and 

70 movable with the parts of the gearing that serve 
conjointly to swing the primary arms, for so con 
trolling the secondary arms that during inward 
and outWard movement thereof with the primary 
arms they serve to hold the jaws in approximate 

75 parallelism. 

3. A lifter comprising in combination a sup 
porting element having a depending part, a pair 
of upstanding primary arms having the upper 
ends thereof pivotally connected to the element 
and adapted to SWing to and from one another, 5 
a pair of upstanding secondary arms having the 
lower portions thereof pivotally connected to the 
lower ends of the primary arms and provided 
With Opposed article gripping jaws, and adapted 
to move inwards and outwards with the primary 10 
arms, gearing carried by the element for con 
jointly swinging said primary arms together with 
the SecOndary arms and jaWS to and from one 
another, and linkages extending between said 
depending part and the upper ends of Said sec- l5 
ondary arms and actuated by the gearing for so 
Controlling Said secondary arms that during in 
Ward or outward º movement thereof with the 
primary arms they serve to hold the jaws in ap 
proximate parallel relation. 20 

4. A lifter comprising in combination an elon 
gated horizontal supporting element having a 
gear housing connected to and depending from 
the central portion thereof, a pair of upstanding 
primary arms having the upper ends thereof 25 
pivotally connected to the ends of the element, 
and adapted to swing to and from one another, 
a pair of upstanding secondary arms having the 
lower portions thereof pivotally connected to the 
lower ends of the primary arms and provided 30 
With Opposed approximately parallel article grip 
ping jaWS, and adapted to move inwards and out 
Wards with the primary arms, motor actuated 
reversible drive gearing mounted for the most 
part within the housing and operative conjointly 35 
to swing said primary arms together with the 
Secondary arms and jaws to and from one an 
other, and a pair of linkages extending between 
the housing and the upper ends of the secondary 
arms and actuated by the gearing for so con- 40 
trolling said secondary arms that during inward 
or outward movement thereof with the primary 
arms they serve to hold the jaws in approximately 
parallel relation. M 

5. A lifter comprising in combination a hori- 45 ; 
zontal supporting element, a pair of upstanding 
primary arms having the upper ends thereof piv 
otally connected to the element, and adapted to 
swing to and from one another, a pair of up 
standing secondary arms having the lower por- 50 
tions thereof pivotally connected to the lower 
ends of the primary arms and provided with op 
posed approximately parallel article gripping 
jaWS, and adapted to move inwards and outwards 
with the primary arms, reversible drive gearing 55 
operative conjointly to swing the primary arms 
together With the secondary arms and jaws to and 
from one another including a shaft beneath the 
element with right and left hand screw threads 
at its ends and nuts mounted on the ends of the 60 
Shaft respectively and operatively connected to 
the central portions of the primary arms, and 
linkages applied to the upper ends of the sec 
ondary arms and including links operatively con- , 
nected to the nuts for so controlling Said second- 65 
alry arms that during inward or outward move 
ment thereof with the primary arms they serve 
to hold the jaws in approximately parallel rela 
tion. 

6. A lifter comprising in combination an elon- 70 
gated horizontal supporting element i having a 
gear housing connected to and depending from 
the central portion thereof, a pair of upstanding 
primary arms having the upper ends thereof piv 
otally connected to the ends of the element, and 75 
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adapted to swing to and from One another, a by the element for swinging said primary arm to 
pair of upstanding secondary arms having the 
lower portions thereof pivotally connected to 
the lower ends of the primary arms and provided 
with opposed vertically elongated approximately 
parallel article gripping jaws, and adapted to 
move inwards and outwards with the primary 
arms, reversible drive gearing for conjointly 
SWinging said primary arms together With the 
secondary arms and jaws to and from one an 
other mounted for the most part within the 
housing and including a horizontal shaft beneath 
and in parallel relation With the element and 
having right and left hand screw threads at its 
ends and a pair of nuts mounted on the ends 
of the shaft respectively and operatively con 
nected to the ends of the primary arms, and a 
pair of three link linkages eXtending between 
and pivotally connected to the housing and the 
Upper ends of the Secondary arms and having 
the intermediate links thereof operatively con 
nected to the nuts for so controlling said second 
ary arms that during inward or outward move 
ment thereof with the primary arms they serve 
to hold the jaws in approximately parallel rela 
tion. 

7. A lifter of the character described compris 
ing in combination a supporting element, a jaw 
depending from and carried by said element, a 
Second jaw pOSitioned in Opposed relation With 
the first mentioned jaw and movable to and from 
the latter for article gripping and releasing pur 
poses, Supporting means for said second pin com 
prising an upstanding primary arm, having the 
upper end thereof pivotally connected to the elle 
ment and an upstanding secondary arm having 
the central portion thereof pivotaily connected 
to the lower end of the primary arm and its lower 
end connected to said second jaw, gearing carried 

gether with the secondary arm and second jaw, 
and a linkage between the element and the up 
per end of said secondary arm and including a 
link connected to and movable with the primary 
arm Swinging part of the gearing, for so con 
trolling said secondary arm that during inward 
and outWard swinging movement thereof with the 
primary arm it serves to hold said second men 
tioned jaw in approximate parallelism with the 
first mentioned jaw. 

8. A lifter comprising in combination a hori 
Zontal supporting element, a jaw disposed 
beneath and carried by the element, a second jaw 
disposed in opposed relation with the first men 
tioned jaw and movable to and from the latter 
for article gripping and releasing purposes, sup 
porting, means for said second jaw consisting of 
an upstanding primary arm. having the upper 
end thereof pivotally connected to the element 
and an upstanding secondary jaw having the cen 
tral portion thereof pivotally connected to the 
lOWer end of the primary arm and its lower end 
COnnected to Said second jaw, reversible drive 
gearing operative to swing the primary arm to 
gether with the secondary arm and said second 
jaw to and from said first mentioned jaw includ 
ing a shaft beneath the element with a screw 
thread at one end thereof and a nut mounted 
On the screw thread and operatively connected 
to the central portion of the primary arm, and 
a linkage applied to the upper end of the second 
ary arm and including a link operatively con 
nected to the nut for so controlling said secondary 
arm that during inward or outward movement 
thereof With the primary arm it serves to hold 
said jaw in approximately parallel relation with 
the first mentioned jaw. 
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